WHW Sporty Headworks - Screen

In-Ground

Description
The Wasteflow Headwork is a pre-assembled unit including
filters, valves, fittings and pressure gauges mounted inside
a box for direct burial, or inside a pump tank risier. It is
installed between the pump and the field to filter out fine
particles from entering the treatment field, and to flush fine
particles that may collect in the dripfield. Recommended for
maximum flow rate of 30gallons per minute and 600 gallons
per day.
Process
During a dosing cycle, the wastewater exits the pump chamber and enters the inlet fitting of the Sporty Headworks. It
passes through the filter before exiting the box and going to
the dripfield zone that is open. Both the field flush valve and
zone flush valves are closed at this time.
The water enters back into the Headworks through the return
line, goes past the point to measure pressure and stops at the
field flush valve.
During a field flush cycle, water enters the Headworks as above,
the filter flush valve remains closed, but the field flush valve
opens to allow water to circulate through the dripfield and
return back into the return fitting of the headworks, past the
pressure gage and through the field flush valve at an increased velocity than during normal dosing. The water passes
through the field flush valve and down the flush line in the
headworks to exit the headworks for return to the pump tank
or pretreatment tank.
When filter flushing, the filter valve opens and the field flush
valve is closed. While water passes through the filter to the
field, part of the water is directed to the base of the filter,
pushing solids down the screen, out of the filter, through the
open filter flush valve, into the flush line in the ultra headworks to exit the headworks for return to the pump tank or
pretreatment tank.
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Components Specification:
Enclosure: The Wasteflow Headworks Sporty enclosure shall be injection molded of structural foam polyethylene
with a melt index of 10-12. The box shall be tapered with a top measurement of 25” x 16” and a bottom measurement of 33”x 23”. The height shall be a minimum of 15” tall with a minimum wall thickness of 0.320”. The body
shall have a double wall at the top to cover seat area with a minimum thickness of 0.320”. The cover seat area shall
have structural support ribs on the underside of the seat. The bottom of the body shall have a 1.0” flange. The
cover shall have an average thickness of 0.350”.
Pressure Gauges: There shall be 3 points to measure pressure on the Sporty Wasteflow Headworks; one on each side
of the filter and one on the return line. The pressure gauge is oil-filled and capable of registering pressure between
0-80 psi.
Vortex Screen Filter (AP4E-1F or AP4E1.5F or AP4E2F): The Y filter body shall be molded from glass reinforced
engineering grade black plastic with a (1 or 1.5 or 2 inch) male pipe thread (MIPT) inlet and outlet. The two piece
body shall be capable of being serviced by untwisting and shall include an O-ring seal. An additional ¾ inch MIPT
outlet shall be capable of periodic flushing. The 150 mesh filter screen is all stainless steel, providing a filtration area
of (28.4 square inch for AP4E-1F, 60.8 square inch for AP4E-1.5F, 60.8 square inch for AP4E-2F) . The screen collar shall
be molded from vinyl. The filter shall be Geoflow Vortex Screen Filter model number (AP4E-1F or AP4E1.5F or
AP4E2F).
Filter Flush Valve (SVLV-075): The solenoid valve shall be an electrically operated, normally closed, hydraulic valve
with a 3/4” FIPT inlet and outlet. The globe shaped valve body is constructed of nylon reinforced molded epoxy
resin and is waterproof, with an O-ring seal, and complies with NFC Class II circuit requirements for 24V a.c. operation. Metal parts shall be constructed of stainless steel, and the diaphragm shall be molded of natural rubber. The
recommended operating pressure range is between 10-150 psi. Also available with manual flush where approved.
Field Flush Valve (SVLV-100 or SVLV-150): The solenoid valve shall be an electrically operated, normally closed,
hydraulic valve with a 1” FIPT inlet and outlet. The globe shaped valve body is constructed of nylon reinforced
molded epoxy resin and is waterproof, with an O-ring seal, and complies with NFC Class II circuit requirements for
24V a.c. operation. Metal parts shall be constructed of stainless steel, and the diaphragm shall be molded of natural
rubber. The recommended operating pressure range is between 10-150 psi. Also available with manual flush where
approved.
½” Air Relief Valve (ARV-05): Molded plastic air vent with rubber ring shall be used on flush end of the Headworks. It shall be capable of allowing air in at 5 gpm. Piping, Unions and Fittings shall be schedule 40 or schedule
80 grade PVC.
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Pressure Loss:
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